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Abstract—The precision and accuracy of time-of-flight full-
field range cameras are important for many applications, how-
ever there are a number of noise sources that degrade both
precision and accuracy. Many of the noise sources such as non-
linearity, multipath inferences and harmonic cancellation are
well investigated. Barely investigated is jitter on the camera
light and shutter signals. Here we measure periodic and random
jitter on the light signal of a camera. We use signal processing
techniques to construct a reference signal, hence find the jitter.
The performance of the proposed method is examined using the
MESA Imaging SwissRanger 4000. We found periodic jitter of
two frequencies at 0.12 and 5.04 MHz and the random jitter of
164± 4 ps, on the light signal of the camera.

I. INTRODUCTION

The technologies used to build range sensors have rapidly

improved in camera manufacturing industries over the last

couple of decades [1]–[3]. Time-of-fight (ToF) range imaging

cameras are now commercially available at reasonable prices

(i.e. a couple of hundred US dollars) and have high demand

in many areas such as medical imaging [4], [5], computer

graphics [6], mobile robotics [7], [8], 3D reconstruction [9],

and human identification [10], [11] are some of them. ToF

cameras measure the time taken for light to travel from the

light source in the camera to the scene and back to the

camera and it is this principle that is used in depth cameras

to perform depth measurements. These measurements can

be measured using either continuous wave (CW) modulation

which is based on measuring phase differences between the

emitted and received signals, or pulsed wave (PW) modulation

which is based on measurement of the time of a light pulse

trip to calculate the range image [12], [13].

Commercially available ToF cameras have relatively high

noise levels due to electronic sources such as shot noise, reset

noise, amplifier noise, crosstalk, analogue to digital converters

(ADC) quantization and clock jitter, and due to multipath

light interference. Many noise sources in these cameras such

as harmonic contamination [14], [15], non-linearity, multipath

interferences [16]–[19], and light scattering [20], [21] are well

studied. The effect of electronic jitter as a noise source in

ranging cameras is barely studied [22], [23]. Jitter is defined

to be any timing movement with reference to an ideal signal.

The investigation of jitter on the ToF measurements (range

imaging data) is important, because it cause the errors on the

measurements. Once the error sources are examined, it can

be improved noise and jitter performance, and hence we can

correct for these effects on range imaging data.

Jitter and/or drift between the modulation signals and the

camera shutter is studied by Streeter et al. [22]. The variations

in phase and frequency were modelled in a linear model by

using an algorithm, which is used for jitter correction. The

model is solved after computing the jitter parameters of the

current frame with respect to the reference frame by using

linear regression. The mean square error values with respect to

the reference image are analysed to consider the effect of some

filtering methods. They concluded that the combination of the

filters Bilateral and Non-local Means perform well with their

de-jitter algorithm, which depended only on the assumption

that jitter affects equally all pixels in the scene. The second

investigation by Seiter et al. [23], on the impact of two

common types of cycle-to-cycle jitter distributions, namely, a

random Gaussian distribution and a discrete jitter distribution

on the performances of ToF measurements. They proved

discrete jitter has a strong impact while the random Gaussian

jitter decreases with the integration time, by analysing the

standard deviation of the obtained measurements.

In the literature, we were unable to find an investigation

on periodic jitter in ToF range imaging cameras. It is very

challenging task to completely remove the sources of noise and

jitter in range imaging applications, because it is more difficult

to examine the camera sensor inside. We focus on jitter in the

camera light source which is sensible since the light source

signal is relatively straight forward to access. In this paper,

we decompose the light signal into random jitter (RJ) and one

of the deterministic jitter types, periodic jitter (PJ) in a ToF

ranging camera, namely, MESA Imaging SwissRanger 4000

[24].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II briefly explores background theories in ToF cameras, noise

and jitter components, and currently available jitter compen-

sation techniques in relevant applications. Then, a comprehen-

sive explanation of the proposed method with experimental set

up are described in Section III. Section IV obtains the extracted

jitter parameters for the camera and discuss the corresponding

results. Finally, conclusion is drawn in Section V.

II. THE STATE OF ART

In this section, the theory of operation on ToF range cameras

is reviewed. Then, the jitter definition with the error sources

of jitter and noise are briefly explored. Next, the current

compensation techniques to resolve the jitter in real-time

applications are investigated.



A. Theory of operation

A ToF camera operates by illuminating the scene with a

modulated light source and observing the reflected light via a

shuttered pixelated sensor.

Fig. 1. A time-of-flight camera operation.

The phase shift φ due to the time-of-flight between the

illumination and the reflection is measured, and from that the

distance d is inferred by

d =
c φ

4πf
(1)

where c is the speed of light and f is the modulation frequency

of the light source (illumination) and camera sensor. To see

how to make a measurement of φ (hence d), let the emitted

light source be

s(t) = sin (2πft), (2)

which is also the signal used to is electronically shutter the

sensor. The reflected light signal (i.e. same light signal but

phase shifted by θk for the kth phase acquisition) is given by

r(t) = A sin (2πft+ φ+ θk) +B (3)

where A is the amplitude of the reflected light dependent on

the scene’s reflectivity and the sensor’s sensitivity, B is the

offset due to the background illumination and φ is the phase

shift directly related to the scene distance. In practice, the

phase shift cannot be measured directly, therefore the reflected

light is correlated with the emitted light, namely,

C(θk) =
1

τ

τ/2∫
−τ/2

r(t) s(t+ θk) dt (4)

where τ is the time delay between the two signals (i.e.,

integration period). Substitute (2) and (3) into (4), simplifies

to

C(θk) =
A

2
cos (φ+ θk) +B. (5)

This correlation measurement is repeated K times with a phase

step of θk = 2πk/K, k = 0, 1, . . . ,K − 1, introduced to the

camera sensor or light source. Since (5) has three unknowns

(A,B and φ), at least three measurements are required to

perform a single estimation of them. Typically four samples

(i.e., K = 4) of the correlation function are sequentially

acquired at phase offsets as [25]

Ik = C(θk) for θk = kπ/2, k = 0, . . . , 3, (6)

giving,

I0 =
A

2
cosφ+B, I1 = −A

2
sinφ+B,

I2 = −A

2
cosφ+B, I3 =

A

2
sinφ+B.

(7)

Thus the phase shift due to the time of flight is given by

φ = tan−1

(
I3 − I1
I0 − I2

)
. (8)

The depth measurements (the radial distance to the scene d)

is then obtained with (1).

B. Jitter definition

A measured signal can deviate from the ideal with respect

to the independent axis (time) or dependent axis (amplitude).

A deviation in the time is defined as jitter. The graphical

representation of jitter is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of jitter.

The deviation of the signal nth timing event tn, from its

ideal occurrence in time is given by

Δtn = Tn +Δtn−1 − T, (9)

where Tn is nth period (cycle) of the signal given by

Tn = tn+1 − tn, (10)

and T is the period of the ideal signal. Jitter can also be

quantified by the time lag correlation (TLC) function CΔt(q),
in terms of a time lag as [26]

CΔt(q) = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
n=1

(Δtn+q Δtn) , q ∈ Z
∗ (11)

Here N is the sample size and q is the time lag number

corresponding to a time lag of q/f .



Jitter in a signal is often characterized as random and

deterministic [27]. Random jitter (RJ) is non-deterministic

jitter due to random processes. It often follows a Gaussian

distribution, since most noise or jitter in an electrical circuit is

caused by thermal noise, therefore, random jitter is often char-

acterized by its root-mean-square (RMS) value. In contrast,

deterministic jitter is jitter due to deterministic processes and

is linearly additive with a non-Gaussian probability density

function. It can be characterized by its peak or peak-to-

peak value. Deterministic jitter can be further categorised into

several types, such as, periodic jitter (PJ), bounded correlation

jitter and data dependent jitter. Since the modulation light

source signal of the camera contains no data, there is no data

dependent jitter in our case.

The sources of jitter in ToF cameras are generally related

to the behaviour of the camera sensor, light source and

transmission media of the camera. The jitter in each of these

show different characteristics. Thus, it is important to identify

the sources of jitter in ToF cameras [28]. Random jitter is

caused by unbounded jitter sources such as white noise due to

thermal noise, shot (Poisson) noise, flicker noise (1/f ), and

other high-order noise processes [29]. These types can occur

in the camera sensor or in the light source. Power supply noise,

signal modulation, crosstalk, and reflections on signals can all

lead to deterministic jitter on the light or shutter modulation

signals.

There are other sources of noise in ToF cameras [30],

[31]. Systematic errors can be categorised by their source

and include errors due to the integration time, temperature

noises, built-in pixel-related noise, amplitude of reflected light

and depth distortion. Several non-systematic errors in ToF

cameras such as light scattering, multipath interference and

motion blurs are identified in the literature. Systematic errors

can be controlled by calibration methods [14], [32]–[34]

while random errors in ToF can be mitigated by using signal

processing techniques [18], [19], [21], [35]. Since this paper

is focused on jitter, we do not further consider a noise analysis

in ToF cameras.

C. Measurement of jitter

In general, total jitter includes both deterministic and ran-

dom jitter. Here we review methods to distinguish and quantify

jitter types in signals. A time-domain jitter separation method

was introduced by Li et al. [36] as a general purpose automated

search and non-linear fitting algorithm for jitter. They fitted

the tail parts of the jitter histogram with non-linear jitter

models and calculated a bit error rate for each category of

jitter. To reduce deterministic jitter, adding pre-emphasis (or

de-emphasis) helps by improving the signal’s high-frequency

content (i.e., improves SNR). Jitter can also be calculated in

the frequency domain by Fourier transform. As examples,

the time lag correlation (TLC) functions and fast Fourier

transform (FFT) with TLC functions have been used by Dou

et al. (2007) [37] and Pang et al. (2009) [38], respectively, on

simulation experiments. Both of them have used a reference

clock signal for the ideal signal. In order to reduce the

number of equations, Pang proposed using the FFT which

reduces the calculation time. In addition, random jitter and

periodic jitter have been measured in simulated noisy signals

by using frequency spectrum and calculating the energy of

the jitter spectrum [39]. We used Fourier analysis to obtain the

corresponding ideal signal for each simulated signal. Since we

have no access to the reference clock signal, we use Fourier

analysis method to generate the ideal signal for the camera

and perform the signal processing techniques as describe in

next section.

III. METHOD AND MATERIALS

In this section, we propose and explain an algorithm to

extract the selected jitter types in ToF cameras. Analysis with

calculation of jitter parameters and the experimental setup are

also described.

A. Proposed algorithm

The overall plan is shown in Algorithm 1 which highlights

the main stages of the algorithm used to extract the jitter

components in the ToF cameras we tested.

Algorithm 1 Proposed method to extract the jitter in ToF

cameras.

1© Obtain the light source signal of the ToF camera.

2© Generate the ideal signal for the light source.

3© Align the signals obtained in steps 1© and 2© with

respect to the first zero crossing point of rising edges.

4© Obtain the exact zero crossing points at rising edges

for each signal.

5© Calculate the jitter amount for each cycle.

6© Obtain the frequency spectrum of the jitter signal

obtained in step 5©.

7© Extract the Random and Periodic jitter components

from the spectrum.

In step 1©, we capture the data signal from the light source

of the camera. In general, this signal consists of noisy data

at the intersections of the time axis (zero crossing points).

Therefore, in order to clearly identify the zero crossings of the

data signal, we smooth it by using the Savitzky-Golay filtering

algorithm [40] with minimal impact on the signal. Let Ci for

i = −m,−m + 1, . . . ,m be 2m + 1 weighting coefficients.

The filtered data y(s)

k are computed by the moving average

method, namely

y(s)

k =

m∑
i=−m

Ci yk+i

m∑
i=−m

Ci
. (12)

The Savitzky-Golay algorithm finds the weights Ci that are

optimal in the sense that they minimize the least-squares error

in fitting a polynomial to frames of noisy data.



For step 2©, we generate the corresponding sinusoidal ideal

(reference) signal for the camera. For that, the relevant fre-

quency and amplitude of the ideal signal has to be found. First,

we obtain the Fourier spectrum of the smoothed data signal,

find the relevant frequency at the maximum amplitude, and

perform quadratic interpolation technique with its neighbours

to find frequency of the ideal signal. The maximum amplitude

of the smoothed data signal is used as the amplitude of the

ideal signal. Next, both signals (data and ideal) are aligned

with respect to the first zero crossing point of rising edges as

for step 3© in our proposed algorithm. In order to find the zero

crossing points, we choose the two corresponding values that

sit either side of the zero crossing for each cycle. By using

linear interpolation, the zero crossing points at rising edges

for both signals are estimated, this being step 4©.

In step 5©, the jitter Δt(t) of each rising edge of the signal

is calculated at the time difference between the zero crossing

points (obtained in step 4©) of the data and ideal signals of the

camera. The number of cycles captured for the camera depends

on the modulation frequency fm, the number of samples Ns

in the acquired time-domain signal, and the sample rate of the

acquisition Fs. This is

N cal
Δt =

fmNs

Fs
(13)

Note that because the length of the signal is somewhat

arbitrary there is no guarantee of complete sampled cycles

of any periodic jitter present in the signal. The discrete

Fourier transform assumes periodicity of the time-domain

signal, which (13) violates. Therefore, we take the nearest

integer value NΔt by taking the floor of (13) as

NΔt = floor
(
N cal

Δt

)
(14)

for all experiments and this is the corresponding total number

of jitter samples for the camera (with respect to the acquisition

setup used).

The real problem is that a N -point DFT assumes the

signal is repeated every N -points throughout all time. But for

arbitrary NΔt and periodic jitter frequency, this assumption

is violated. This discontinuity of the signal leads to spectral

leakage in the spectrum, which is the phenomenon where by

the energy of a single sinusoidal signal (frequency) is spread

out into neighbouring bins of the spectrum. The effects of

spectral leakage can be minimized by a windowing function

to smoothly attenuate both ends of the data towards zero. We

use the Hann (sometimes referred as Hanning) window which

is more sophisticated for random and periodic analysis for

Fourier spectra [41]. The Hann window [42] is

w
H
(n) = sin2

(
πn

N − 1

)
, n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. (15)

Because the signal is windowed, less energy ends up in the

spectrum, and this must be taken account of. The resultant

amplitudes and energies from the spectrum must be multiplied

by a correction factor. The coherent gain of a window is

defined as the sum of the coefficients of the window function

over the interval [43]. Thus, the amplitude correction factor for

the Hann window Acf
H

, is obtained by taking the reciprocal of

the coherent gain, namely

Acf
H

=

(∫ 1

0

w
H
(nt) dt

)−1

= 2.0. (16)

The incoherent gain is defined as the root of the sum

of squares of the coefficients of the window function over

the interval [43]. The energy correction factor for the Hann

window E cf
H

, is obtained by the reciprocal of the incoherent

gain as

E cf
H

=

⎛
⎝
√∫ 1

0

(
w

H
(nt)

)2

dt

⎞
⎠

−1

=
√
8/3. (17)

Then, each spectral line of the windowed frequency spectrum

are multiplied by the above corresponding fixed factor. Finally,

in the last step 7©, the corresponding jitter parameters for the

camera are extracted as describe in Section III-B.

B. Jitter analysis

Let the ideal sinusoidal signal of frequency f and amplitude

A be

i(t) = A sin (2πft). (18)

It is assumed both the phase shift and background offset of

the signal are zero. The signal with jitter is

j(t) = A sin
(
2πf(t+ΔtRJ (t) + ΔtPJ (t))

)
(19)

where ΔtRJ (t) and ΔtPJ (t) are the random jitter (RJ) and

periodic jitter (PJ), respectively. Once again, the phase shift

and background offset of the signal are assumed zero. The RJ

can be characterised with its RMS σRJ as

ΔtRJ = ασ
RJ

, α ∈ R (20)

where α is a Gaussian random variable.

Periodic jitter is defined as the repetition of the jitter at a

certain period in a signal. In a signal, there can be multiple

PJs of various frequencies and these follow the superposition

rule, thus [44]

ΔtPJ =

P∑
p=1

A
(p)

PJ
cos(2πf

(p)

PJ
t), P ∈ Z

+ (21)

where A
(p)

PJ
and f

(p)

PJ
are the amplitude and frequency of the

pth component of the PJ, respectively. Then, from (20) and

(21), the total jitter Δt(t) can be expressed as

Δt(t) = ασ
RJ

+

P∑
p=1

A
(p)

PJ
cos(2πf

(p)

PJ
t). (22)

In the case of both RJ and PJ present, one has to find the

PJ first by discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The DFT of the

total jitter signal is

Fk =
N−1∑
n=0

Δtn(t) e
−i 2πnk

N , k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (23)



where Fk is the DFT of the kth sample of the jitter signal.

From the spectrum, we can easily identify the frequencies

f
(p)

PJ
of each component of the periodic jitter by peaks in

the spectrum. Other jitter parameters A
(p)

PJ
of the PJ, and

σ2
RJ

for RJ can be computed by measuring the energy of the

corresponding portions in the spectrum.

The total energy in the spectrum is obtained by [45]

E (Δt) =

N−1∑
k=0

|Fk|2 (24)

then, the amplitude of the total jitter of the signal is given by

Δt =
√

2E (Δt) (25)

where the factor
√
2 is the conversion of the RMS of a sinusoid

to its amplitude. The corresponding energy of the PJ is in its

peak only, thus

E (ΔtPJ ) =

P∑
p=1

k
(p)

u∑
k= k

(p)

l

(|F (p)

k |2 − |F̆ (p)

k |2) , (26)

where F (p)

k is the DFT of the kth sample of the pth component

of the PJ and F̆ (p)

k is the interpolated level of the RJ across that

part of the spectrum that pth component of the PJ contributes

to. This part needs to be subtracted from the corresponding

component of the PJ peak to be able to estimate the energy of

the PJ. Terms k
(p)

l and k
(p)

u are the corresponding left and right

indices of the interpolated level of the spectrum, respectively.

Then, the amplitude of the PJ is

A
PJ

=
√

2E (ΔtPJ ). (27)

Next, the energy corresponding to the RJ is

E (ΔtRJ ) = E (Δt)− E (ΔtPJ )− E (none PJ) (28)

where ’E (none PJ)’ is the corresponding energy of the other

spikes of the spectrum. Thus, the RMS of the RJ is

σ
RJ

=
√

E (ΔtRJ ). (29)

C. Experimental setup

We captured the light source signal of the depth camera,

MESA SR4000 (with modulation frequency 30 MHz) by using

a Silicon biased photodetector, DET025A with two coaxial

cables as ‘short’ (1.070 ± 0.005 m) and ‘long’ (1.790 ±
0.005 m) measured from tip to tip of the BNC connectors.

The MESA SR4000 uses infrared LEDs for its illumination

source. For the control we generated 30 MHz sine waves

(corresponding to the modulation frequency of the camera)

with a signal generator (HP Agilent 8648B) and measured with

the oscilloscope. All data signals are measured by a real-time

digital oscilloscope (HP Infiniium 54846B). The experimental

setup and the relevant parameters are shown in Fig. 3 and

Table I, respectively.

We calculated the number of jitter samples N cal
Δt for the

frequency of 30 MHz by using (13) with the oscilloscope

parameters Ns = 216 and Fs = 8 GSa/s. The N cal
Δt and

HP Agilent 8648B, 9 kHz – 2 GHz

EXP. #2-SG

MESA SR4000

Si biased 
photodetector
DET025A 

HP Infiniium 54846B, 2.25 GHz, 8 GSa/s

EXP. #1-ToF

Short coaxial cable (1.070 ± 0.005 m) Long coaxial cable (1.790 ± 0.005 m)

EXP. #2-ToFEXP. #1-SG

30 MHz sinusoidal signal

Fig. 3. Experimental setup.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Device
Coaxial No. of cycles

EXP. #
cable Ncal

Δt NΔt

SR4000 with Short

245.76 245

EXP. #1-ToF

photodetector Long EXP. #2-ToF

Signal Generator Short EXP. #1-SG

(30 MHz signal) Long EXP. #2-SG

the nearest integer value NΔt are tabulated in columns three

and four, respectively, in Table I. In order to reduce the

uncertainty of the result, we captured 1000 acquisitions for

each experimental setup and obtained the total jitter spectrum

for each acquisition by using the steps 1© to 6© in proposed

algorithm.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 shows the results for the corresponding steps 1©
to 3© of the proposed algorithm for a single acquisition for

both the camera and the signal generator. The left and right

sub-figures correspond to EXP. ToF (i.e., for SR4000) and

EXP. SG (i.e., for 30 MHz signal), respectively. By comparison

the two sub-figures in Fig. 4(a), it is clear that the noise in

the data signal (light source) of SR4000 (left of Fig. 4(a))

is relatively higher than the same in 30 MHz signal (right of

Fig. 4(a)). The smoothed data signal obtained by the Savitzky-

Golay algorithm shows minimal impact on the zero crossings

at the time axis (see Fig. 4(b)). Then, the data signal and the

corresponding ideal signal is aligned with respect to the first

zero crossing point of the rising edge as shown in Fig. 4(c).

After applying steps 4© to 6©, the spectrum of the total jitter

for each experiment, is obtained. The total jitter spectrum for

each experiment (SR4000 and 30 MHz signal) is illustrated in

Fig. 5. In addition, jitter components and the interpolated level

between periodic and random jitter for each signal is marked

in the figure.
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Fig. 4. Steps 1© to 3© of proposed method in Algorithm 1: (a) step 1© - light source (data) signal, (b) smoothed data signal (using Savitzky-Golay algorithm),
and (c) step 3© - aligned the data and ideal signals, for the single acquisition of SR4000 (left) and 30 MHz signal (right).
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Fig. 5. Representation of jitter components for the experiments (a) EXP. #1 and (b) EXP. #2.
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Fig. 6. Log-log scale with fitted curves for the spectra in Fig. 5 for (a) EXP. #1 and (b) EXP. #2, as given in Table I.

By comparing the two jitter signals in each corresponding

experiment, it is clear that there are two new high peaks at

around 0 and 5 MHz on the jitter signal of SR4000 (i.e., EXP.

#1-ToF and EXP. #2-ToF) which are not present in the jitter

signal of the signal generator (i.e., EXP. #1-SG and EXP. #2-

SG). There is also a broad and flat spectrum being the random

jitter at the levels of approximately 8 and 2 ps for SR4000 and

30 MHz signal, respectively. Furthermore, there is peaking

noise, particularly in the 1.07 m cable experiments. Due to

the fact that they are reduced by using the 1.79 m cable we

believe that these are due such as the cables and connectors.

The corresponding log-log scales for total jitter is illustrated

in Fig. 6. By using the spectra of the total jitter, it is

straightforward to obtain the corresponding frequencies of

the periodic jitter f
(p)

PJ
in SR4000. It is given as 0.12 and

5.04 MHz (see Fig. 5) for both cases. Other jitter parameters

are calculated by considering the energy of the spectrum as

described in Section III-B. Note that, all the energy calcu-

lations are compensated with the energy correction factor

using (17) before calculate the jitter parameters. Then, the

parameters A
(p)

PJ
and σ

RJ
are calculated by using (27) and (29),

respectively. The calculated jitter parameters are tabulated in

Table II. The tabulated results are obtained by considering

the full spectrum of the jitter signal for each experiment. For

each experiment, the corresponding frequency of each ideal

signal (a pure sine wave without jitter, extracted from the data)

is included in column three. The standard deviation of the

frequencies are also provided as a measure of precision. The

signal generator and ToF camera frequencies are within one

standard deviation each other. Also, the standard deviations

are small compared to the ideal signal, with precision to

four and five significant digits for the ToF light source and

signal generator, respectively. Therefore, we have measured

the frequency to sufficient precision for our purposes.

As usual there is no periodic jitter in the signal generator 30

MHz signal in both cases. The random jitter is 35 and 34 ps.

Furthermore, the curvature at low frequencies of the total jitter

TABLE II
JITTER PARAMETERS FROM THE EXPERIMENTS

EXP. Frequency of ideal Periodic Jitter RJ

# setup signal (MHz) [f
(p)

PJ
(MHz), A

(p)

PJ
(ps)] σRJ (ps)

1
ToF 30.006± 0.0012 [0.12, 61] & [5.04, 34] 160

SG 30.006± 0.0006 null 35

2
ToF 30.005± 0.0011 [0.12, 103] & [5.04, 30] 168

SG 30.006± 0.0006 null 34

for SR4000 is higher than at the rest of the frequencies (see

Fig. 5) in each case. We expect this may be due to the flicker

noise (1/f) in the camera. This trends is more larger in EXP.

#2-ToF than in EXP. #1-ToF since in the later case it presents a

larger periodic jitter component at the low frequency. Then this

may significantly leaked the energy of the signal to adjacent

bins of the spectrum. As usually, we believe the measurements

from the oscilloscope have a good accuracy. The minimum

RMS value of jitter that can be measured by the oscilloscope

is 8 ps.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a method for the extraction of

periodic and random jitter in depth cameras and experimented

with MESA SR4000. This method can be used to real time

jitter investigation for most of the ToF range imaging cameras

since the light sources of these cameras are directly accessible.

The most important and the advantage of this method is, it is

not required a reference or sampling clock signal to trigger the

time measurement unit. We used the Fourier analysis and the

maximum amplitude of among the multiple data set as for the

corresponding frequency and amplitude, respectively, for the

ideal signal of the light source of the camera and for the 30

MHz sine wave of the signal generator, separately. We found

the periodic jitter of two frequencies at 0.12 and 5.04 MHz



with the amounts of 82± 21 and 32± 2 ps, respectively, on the

light signal of the camera. In addition, SR4000 has relatively

higher random jitter (164± 4 ps) than periodic jitter in the

range measurements. In future work, we plan to investigate

how these two types of jitter in depth cameras effect the

range measurements. This helpful to increase the accuracy and

precision of the range measurements from depth cameras used

in industrial applications.
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